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Name (first and last) J. Gerhard Magner Date: 19-Oct-16

Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

Reason for interest: 
Our Family (we) live in a rural area, fully dependent on electric power currently provided by the private company 
FortisBC Inc. Our home is dependent on electricity for heat. natural gas is not available in our area. Although our home 
is highly energy efficient, including ground source heat pump, the present two tier energy charge system is very 
discriminatory against all users not having access to natural gas. 
Details: 
A) Although the first tier of energy may be considered ample in summer, it is insufficient when winter heating is   
necessary. From this point of view electric energy use in the cold months of the year becomes large and total energy 
cost (if compared to a natural gas, electric energy combination) with this two tier system in British Columbia must be 
leading in Canada, particulaly also since FortisBC Inc, a private company, must charge GST. 
B) The two tier system is based on a 60 day cycle; however, FortisBC does not strictly honour this rhythm. it appears 
that mostly during heating months, the cycle stretches, up to 64/65 days without prorata of the first tier, thus extra cost 
and  revenue is generated. 
C) One of the advantages of the new electric meter, particularly stressed by FortisBC, was its electronic capability. 
Instantaneous reading, computer interaction, etc., and control is now possible; allowing off-loading at peak demand 
times by delaying some power use to off-times, nightly use. Particularly base units, such as hydro plants could be fully 
utilized.  BCUC may wish to consider nightly use incentives together with a revised two tier system which would 
reduce some of the cost for those rural households without access to natural gas heating.  




